Recently, macroscopic mechanical oscillators have been coaxed into a regime of quantum behavior, by direct refrigeration [1] or a combination of refrigeration and laser-like cooling [2, 3] . This exciting result has encouraged notions that mechanical oscillators may perform useful functions in the processing of quantum information with superconducting circuits [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] , either by serving as a quantum memory for the ephemeral state of a microwave field or by providing a quantum interface between otherwise incompatible systems [8, 9] . As yet, the transfer of an itinerant state or propagating mode of a microwave field to and from a mechanical oscillator has not been demonstrated owing to the inability to agilely turn on and off the interaction between microwave electricity and mechanical motion. Here we demonstrate that the state of an itinerant microwave field can be coherently transferred into, stored in, and retrieved from a mechanical oscillator with amplitudes at the single quanta level. Crucially, the time to capture and to retrieve the microwave state is shorter than the quantum state lifetime of the mechanical oscillator. In this quantum regime, the mechanical oscillator can both store and transduce quantum information.
Mechanical oscillators are particularly appealing for storing or transducing quantum information encoded in microwave fields, as their fabrication is compatible with, and their size similar to, superconducting quantum circuits. Indeed, a high-frequency mechanical oscillator has been combined with a superconducting qubit, demonstrating the transfer of a qubit state to the oscillator [1] . While an impressive demonstration, the few nanosecond lifetime of the oscillator, which was much shorter than the lifetime of the qubit, suggests that lower frequency oscillators with much longer lifetimes may form superior quantum memories. This is particularly true for storing the information in an itinerant mode of a microwave field, for which the characteristic time to acquire a new value is about 100 ns [10] [11] [12] . The penalty for working with a low-frequency oscillator is that the oscillator will not naturally be in its quantum ground state but rather a hot thermal state. For example, an oscillator with a resonance frequency of Ω m = 10 MHz in equilibrium with an environment at temperature T env = 25 mK will contain a statistically fluctuating number of quanta with average value n env ≡ [exp(k B T env /hΩ m )−1] −1 = 50 quanta. Fortunately, embedding the mechanical oscillator in a high frequency resonant circuit creates an interaction between the mechanical oscillator and itinerant microwave fields that can be used cool the oscillator to its ground state [2] .
Here we show that this same interaction exchanges a coherent state of an itinerant microwave field with the hot thermal state of the mechanical oscillator. This exchange simultaneously transfers the information from the itinerant microwave field to the mechanical oscillator and removes the thermal excitations from the mechanical oscillator, preparing it in a low-entropy state. We transfer coherent microwave fields with amplitudes at the single quanta level while removing all but one thermal excitation from the mechanical oscillator. We demonstrate that this low entropy state is preserved for a characteristic time of 90 µs, about 125 times longer than the minimum transfer time. Finally, we contrast the transfer of itinerant states of a microwave field and localized states of the microwave resonant circuit in which the mechanical oscillator is embedded.
Our mechanical oscillator is the fundamental drumhead mode of a thin (100 nm), 15 µm diameter superconducting aluminum membrane, which forms the upper plate of a 50 nm vacuum gap capacitor (Fig. 1a) [13] . This arrangement forms a parallel plate capacitor that, together with a spiral inductor, creates our microwave resonant circuit with resonant frequency ω c ∼ = 2π × 7.5 GHz. We couple energy to and from the circuit via a nearby transmission line and determine the device parameters from spectroscopic measurements (similar to Ref. [2] ) in a dilution refrigerator with a 15 mK base temperature. The tension and diameter of the membrane produce a fundamental mode Ω m = 2π × 10.5 MHz, with a linewidth γ m = 2π × 35 Hz. This mode and the oscillator mass m = 48 pg imply a zero-point motion x zp = 4.1 fm.
The key to our state transfer measurements is the ability to rapidly switch the coupling between the mechanical oscillator and the resonant circuit on and off [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . That the two systems are coupled can be understood from the fact that the motion of the oscillator changes the circuit's resonance frequency ω c . The coupling can be described by an interaction Hamiltonian H int =hGxâ †â , where G = dω c /dx,â(â † ) corresponds to the annihilation (creation) operator for microwave photons, (â †â ) is the photon number andx is the position operator of the mechanical oscillator. In the presence of a strong microwave excitation at frequency ω d = ω c − Ω m , the interaction between the two systems is greatly enhanced and takes the approximate form
where N d (t) is the strength of the excitation at ω d expressed as the number of photons in the resonator, g 0 = Gx zp = 2π × 200 Hz, andb(b † ) is the annihilation (creation) operator for mechanical phonons [19] . The interaction Hamiltonian now resembles that of a beam splitter and as such it coherently exchanges energy between microwave fields at ω c and mechanical phonons, as highlighted by the blue arrow in Fig. 1b . Crucially, the rate of that exchange -the transmission of the beam splitter -is controlled by N d (t), a quantity that we can change. In addition to the dynamics contained within Eq. 1, energy is also coupled between the resonant circuit and itinerant modes in the transmission line at a rate κ ext = 2π × 160 kHz. The resonators linewidth is κ = κ in + κ ext , where κ in is the undesired internal loss rate, a quantity that depends on the energy in the resonant circuit [20] . For the range of microwave powers used here we find κ between 2π × 220 kHz and 2π × 250 kHz. Equation 1, which permits the rapid and coherent exchange between electrical and mechanical energy, is an approximation that assumes κ is small enough to satisfy κ ≪ Ω m (the resolved sideband limit).
Far in the resolved sideband limit, the microwave fields incident on the circuit can be divided conceptually into two types of fields based on their frequency (Fig. 1c) . Fields with frequency near ω c prepare the circuit (preparation field) in a particular state, which can be transferred into the mechanical oscillator. Fields with frequencies near ω c − Ω m transfer states (transfer field) between the mechanical oscillator and the microwave circuit. In the resolved sideband limit, these fields can remain spectrally distinct even when their strengths are varied more rapidly than κ. The transfer field's strength (Fig. 1b) determines whether itinerant fields in a nearby transmission line or states of the resonator are transferred. Because the resonator's state evolves into an itinerant mode at rate κ ext , if 2g 0 √ N d < κ, the resonator never completely contains the former or future state of the mechanical oscillator and the transfer process is between itinerant microwave fields and the oscillator [21, 22] . If instead the coupling rate is increased such that 2g 0 √ N d > κ (strong coupling regime), the state of the resonator can be swapped with the oscillator [19, 23] .
The phenomena of cooling, state measurement, and optomechanically induced transparency [23] can be understood as steady state limits of the transfer process [24] in either regime. For example, if the preparation field is unexcited in its vacuum state, continuous application of the transfer field exchanges the thermal state of the mechanical oscillator for the ground state of the microwave field, cooling the oscillator [25] [26] [27] [28] . Microwave fields emitted by the circuit carry away the thermal state where it can then be measured. If instead, a transfer field and a preparation field are both applied continuously, they produce an interference effect in the response of the circuit to the preparation field (optomechanically induced transparency) [23, 24, 29] . All of these phenomena are contained within the classical equations of motion for the coupled system; however, if the transfer rate between phonons and itinerant photons
exceeds the rate at which a single phonon is exchanged with the oscillator's environment, the transfer process is capable of exchanging single mechanical phonons and microwave photons. The factor κ ext /κ in Eq. 2 distinguishes the transfer rate to intinerant photons from the total decay rate to all channels Γ = 4g
A single phonon enters from the environment at a rate given by ≃ n env γ m , where γ m is the rate at which the oscillator exchanges energy with the environment. The ratio of the state transfer rate to the environmental decoherence rate takes the from of a cooperativity parameter C = 4g 2 0 N d /(κn env γ m ), conveniently marking entry to the quantum regime when C > 1. The device we study is well suited for demonstrating state transfer because it is far in the resolved sideband limit and capable of achieving C ≫ 1.
We first use our ability to transfer the state of a mechanical oscillator to an itinerant microwave field in order to measure the state of the oscillator. Specifically, we energize the transfer field at time t = 0, with Γ > n env γ m sufficiently large to transfer the state out of the mechanical oscillator into a microwave signal propagating in the transmission line before the oscillator can absorb one quantum from its warm environment. To recover the state of the mechanical oscillator, we amplify, mix down, and digitize the microwave signal. The frequency component at ω d + Ω m in the microwave field is mapped to oscillations in V out at frequency ω out /2π ≈ 1 MHz. The mixed-down signal V out encodes the amplitude and phase of the mechanical oscillator at t = 0. (See Supplementary information.) To illustrate this procedure, in Fig. 2a we show such a measurement; V out (t) is plotted for a case where the mechanical oscillator was first prepared in a state of large amplitude so that the oscillations can easily be resolved. The oscillations decay exponentially with a rate (Γ+γ m )/2 ≈ Γ/2 = 2π×4 kHz, chosen by the magnitude of the transfer field √ N d . Using our knowledge of Γ and ω out , we can optimally extract the amplitude and phase of the microwave temporal mode from any particular realization of the measurement, and thus infer the state of the oscillator just before it was transferred. Rather than work with amplitude and phase variables, we prefer to describe the state of the oscillator in terms of quadrature amplitudesX 1 = (be iΩmt +b † e −iΩmt )/2 and
, which have the virtue of being canonically conjugate. We refer to our inference ofX 1 andX 2 in any single measurement as X 1 and X 2 . This inference is not perfect because noise with both quantum and technical origins is added by the state transfer and subsequent measurement of the microwave field. We independently determine the variance of this measurement noise and denote it 1/η, where η ≤ 1 is an effective quantum efficiency of the measurement (See Supplementary Information).
To demonstrate that we are in fact measuring the state of a mechanical oscillator by transfer to an itinerant microwave field and to calibrate our measurement, we examine the statistics of our measurements with the mechanical oscillator prepared in a thermal state by equilibration with the environment. In our protocol, we wait (≈ 5/γ m ) for the oscillator to come into equilibrium with the environment and then apply a transfer tone for a time longer than 5/Γ, extracting a pair of values (as yet uncalibrated) X 1 and X 2 . By repeating the same protocol 2000 times we gather sufficient statistics to deter- mine the state of the mechanical oscillator. For a mechanical oscillator in equilibrium with an environment at temperature T env we expect the measurements of X 1 , X 2 to follow a two dimensional Gaussian distribution whose variance depends on the environment's temperature as X 2 1 + X 2 2 ∝ n env + 1/η, where the brackets denote an ensemble average. In Fig. 2b we plot the 2000 measurements, demonstrating that the measurements have a distribution consistent with a thermal state (see Supplementary Information). By raising the temperature of the dilution refrigerator we expect the variance to increase accordingly if the mechanical oscillator's environment is at the refrigerator's temperature. Indeed, between 35 and 70 mK, we find that X 2 1 + X 2 2 − 1/η is proportional to the refrigerator's temperature as shown in Fig. 2c . In this temperature range we conclude that the oscillator is in equilibrium with the refrigerator; therefore, we can calibrate X 1 , X 2 and 1/η into dimensionless units with a single scaling factor such that X 2 1 + X 2 2 − 1/η = n env . We consistently find η between 0.11 and 0.12, close to the value we expect (see Supplementary Information). Below 35 mK the mechanical oscillator falls out of equilibrium with our refrigerator, cooling only to 25 mK when the refrigerator is at 15 mK. This saturation is not caused by the pulsed nature of our measurement as it is also seen using steady-state measurements and is independent of the repetition rate of the protocol.
We now test our ability to capture and store itinerant microwave states in the mechanical oscillator and to retrieve and measure those states after storage, as depicted in Fig. 3a . We simultaneously apply a transfer field with Γ = 2π × 1.81 kHz > n env γ m and a coherent preparation pulse, such that the mechanical oscillator captures the preparation field. Although our preparation pulse has a square envelope, we capture a coherent temporal mode that is a growing exponential (time reverse of our retrieved state), chosen by the envelope of the transfer field (see Supplementary Information). After waiting a delay time τ del the mechanical state is transferred back into a microwave state and measured (Fig 3b) . In order to demonstrate that the phase of the preparation field is preserved in the mechanical oscillator, we choose one of four different preparation fields, where the four choices have different phases. The data clearly show that the phase of the preparation is faithfully recovered after storage. Furthermore, the total variances in Fig. 3b are 4 .5 times smaller than in Fig. 2b , signifying a lower entropy and thermal energy.
Having demonstrated the ability to prepare the mechanical oscillator in a low entropy state, we can observe its evolution back into a thermal state in equilibrium with its environment. In an ensemble of measurements we can distinguish the energy associated with the coherent and thermal components as N coh = X 1 2 + X 2 2 and Fig. 3c shows the evolution of N coh and N th as a function of τ del . As expected, the coherent component exponentially decays while the entropy returns to the mechanical oscillator. We find excellent agreement between the data and predicted evolution with a rethermalization rate independently determined from steady-state measurements of the mechanical oscillator, γ m = 2π × 35 Hz. Thus, the rate at which the first thermal phonon enters the mechanical oscillator is well described by n env γ m = 2π × 1.75 kHz, implying a storage time for a quantum memory of 90 µs.
Using our device as a quantum memory will require the ability to transfer states with about a single quantum of energy. To test our transfer process at the single quantum level we reduce the itinerant mode power by a factor of 36 from that of Fig. 3b and set τ del = 100 µs. Based on our previous measurements of Fig. 3b , we would expect this protocol to prepare the mechanical oscillator in a state with N coh = 1.6 quanta. The crosses in Fig.  3d show the expected coherent quadrature components X 1 and X 2 , while the four outer points show the measured values of X 1 and X 2 . We find that the state has been transferred into and out of the mechanical oscillator with an accuracy better than one quantum. The initial measurement of the oscillator at t del = 100 µs yields N th = 2.14 ± 0.14 (see Supplementary Information). From the measured rethermalization rate n env γ m , we can infer that the mechanics had one quantum of noise just after preparing it, i.e. N th (τ del = 0 µs) ≃ 1, consistent with the transfer field used to capture the preparation field.
While the minimum transfer rate to preserve quantum coherence between mechanics and itinerant microwave fields is n env γ m , the maximum transfer rate is κ. We illustrate this limit by increasing the transfer field strength such that √ N d > κ/2g 0 , reaching a regime of state transfer between the mechanical oscillator and the resonator itself, rather than the itinerant fields that couple to the resonator. Specifically, we follow the protocol of Fig. 3a with the addition of a large transfer pulse (exchange) applied for variable time τ int between the preparation and measurement pulses (Fig. 4a) . By waiting 100 µs after the exchange pulse to apply the measurement pulse, we measure only the portion of the state that was in the mechanical oscillator, as the resonator's energy decays much more rapidly. Figure 4b shows N coh measured as a function of τ int . Several exchanges between the two systems are visible, where the exchange rate is clearly faster than κ. The solid line is a fit using the equations of motion for a linearized model. We find good agreement for κ = 2π ×220 kHz and a coupling rate of 2g 0 √ N d = 1.7 κ. This measurement demonstrates in the time domain the bandwidth limit for transferring itinerant fields and that the ratio of transfer time to storage time is approximately 125.
Looking forward, the ability to store microwave states in a low loss mechanical oscillator provides an attractive tool in the growing field of quantum technology. While our measurements here have dealt with classical states with single quanta level energies, one can readily imagine incorporating a superconducting qubit to generate itinerant Fock states that could be stored in the mechanical oscillator [10, 12] . In this case, the transfer field would be shaped to best capture the single itinerant photon [30] . Our measurements also represent a significant step in a more ambitious goal of transferring states between photons at microwave and optical frequencies [8, 9, 31] . As mechanical oscillators continue to progress in the quantum regime, new applications will emerge that exploit this quantum behavior in the topics of fundamental physics, quantum information, and precise force sensing. Our measurements demonstrate a unique ability to control a mechanical oscillator, paving the way for many of these applications to become reality.
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Supplementary Information
Extracting the quadrature amplitudes and measurement efficiency
From each individual measurement we obtain a best estimate of the quadrature amplitudes X 1 and X 2 of the state of the mechanical oscillator. As shown in Fig. 2a , the output voltage V out during the transfer pulse is an exponentially decaying oscillation obtained by amplifying and mixing down the itinerant microwave field. The frequency component at ω d +Ω m in the microwave field is mapped in the mixed down signal to ω out ≈ 2π × 1 MHz. We digitally sample V out at 10 MHz, yielding samples at discrete times {t i }, which enables us to optimally filter the signal based on our knowledge of the transfer pulse and mechanical oscillator. The decay rate of V out is controlled by the amplitude of the transfer pulse. We therefore determine our uncalibrated quadrature amplitudes by projecting the data onto the appropriate damped oscillatory functions as
and
where δ is a frequency offset parameter and C is a scaling parameter to convert our measurements into units of mechanical quanta. For the optimum estimate of X 1 and X 2 , δ is set to 0. While each individual estimate of X 1 and X 2 necessarily includes a component from both measurement noise and thermal noise, we can separately determine the variance of these two sources. The variance of the measurement noise can be found by projecting the data onto functions orthogonal to the template functions e −Γt/2 cos(ω out t) and e −Γt/2 sin(ω out t). In practice we determine the uncalibrated measurement noise from the variance of X 1 and X 2 when Eqs. 3 and 4 are evaluated with |δ| ≫ Γ, sufficiently large to be orthogonal to the template functions (Fig. 5) . As the measurement noise and thermal noise are uncorrelated, we can subtract the variance of the measurement noise 1/η from the total variance of the ensemble measurements to obtain the variance associated with the thermal noise. As described in the main text, we scale X 1 , X 2 , and 1/η into calibrated units of quanta by preparing the mechanical oscillator in a state of known temperature (see Fig 2c) .
In Fig. 5 we plot the total variance N th +1/η = (X 1 − X 1 ) 2 + (X 2 − X 2 ) 2 versus δ for the 25 mK thermal state (red points) and a low entropy state (green points) also shown in Fig. 3d Fig. 3d . The line is a Lorentzian fit used to extract N th and η from the peak and offset, respectively. The width of the lorentzians Γ is set by the measurement strength N d . Here we find an efficiency of η = 0.11. The background slope results from a slight frequency dependence in the amplifier chain.
to extract 1/η and N th . Here we find 1/η = 0.11 and N th = 2.22 for the low entropy coherent state. Similar measurements on the other low entropy states shown in Fig. 3d give an average thermal component of N th = 2.14 ± 0.14.
Predicted measurement efficiency
We infer the oscillator energy from simultaneous measurements of X 1 and X 2 , and thus expect quantum noise to contribute in two different ways. First, neither X 1 nor X 2 commute with the Hamiltonian of the oscillator, accounting for the appearance of 1/2 quantum of noise, usually associated with oscillator zero-point motion. In addition, X 1 and X 2 do not commute with each other; the associated Heisenberg uncertainty principle contributes an additional 1/2 quantum of measurement noise. Therefore a quantum limited measurement of a thermal state will have variance n th + 1. By writing the variance of our measurement as n th + 1/η, η can be regarded as the measurement's quantum efficiency. We specify the measurement noise as a quantum measurement efficiency η to highlight the combined effects of loss and amplifier noise with respect to an ideal quantum limited experiment.
We can separately consider the factors contributing to a reduced efficiency and multiply them together to get a best estimate of η. These factors can be grouped in terms of those that affect the state transfer efficiency η st and those that affect our inference of the state transferred. As κ int is comparable to κ ext , 65 percent of the oscillator energy is transferred to itinerant photons, as opposed to being dissipated in the resonator. Also, in the current configuration we only measure the waves propagating in one direction, yet the resonator mode couples to modes propagating in two directions. These two factors combine to give an estimated η st = 0.33. Our inference of the transferred state is affected by loss in the microwave components and a non-quantum limited amplifier. The microwave components that carry the signal from the resonator to the Josephson Parametric Amplifier (JPA) transmit 55 percent of the energy and the added noise of the JPA [32] can be recast as a quantum efficiency of 70 percent [11] . When these factors are combined with η st we expect a total measurement efficiency η = 0. 13 .
In future experiments we should be able to achieve a significantly higher efficiency. We plan to couple the resonator to only one direction, improve the ratio of κ/κ int , and use a JPA closer to being quantum limited. These factors should allow η st to approach 1 and improve η to approximately 0.5.
Temporal Mode Capture and Transfer Efficiency
In addition to determining the measurement efficiency we can also determine the transfer efficiency η st independently. For a transfer field with a square envelope, we capture a coherent temporal mode that has an envelope growing exponentially at a rate controlled by the strength of the transfer field. This fact is easily understood by imagining the capture process as the time reverse of the measurement process. In Fig. 6 , we both demonstrate the shape of the captured mode and measure the transfer efficiency directly. Figure 6a depicts the protocol for capture, storage and retrieval where the preparation field is a growing exponential with rate Γ prep = 2π × 2.55 kHz. The blue points in Fig. 6b show the percentage of retrieved coherent energy after being stored in the mechanical oscillator for 500 µs. The red points show the percentage of the preparation field that passes through the transmission line without being captured by the mechanics. The lines are predictions of the linear equations of motion that describe our system, with the system parameters determined independently. We find excellent agreement. As the percentage of recovered energy measured in Fig. 6 includes two transfer steps, a capture and a retrieval, %N coh ∝ η 2 st . As expected, we find the maximum efficiency for a single transfer is η st = 0.33, when Γ = Γ prep as shown by the green line in Fig. 6b . In the limit of a very large transfer field we see optomechanically induced transparency as the red points approach unity. By coupling the circuit to only one direction of the transmission line and by increasing the external coupling κ ext , we expect η st to approach 1 in future experiments.
Thermal State Distribution
In Fig. 2a we plotted 2000 single shot quadrature measurements of the mechanical oscillator when it was in equilibrium at 25 mK. Here we show explicitly that the measured distribution for these points is consistent with a thermal distribution. Figure 7 shows a histogram of the inferred quanta (black points) for the data of In Fig. 4 , we demonstrated the ability to coherently transfer a state between the resonator and oscillator. By varying the length of the transfer pulse we were able to observe oscillations in N coh as the state continuously swapped back and forth between the two systems. The solid line in Fig. 4b represents a fit to these oscillations. To derive the expression used in the fit, we start from the linearized Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the
